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Abstract— Object Serialization Methods can be useful for 

several purposes, including object serialization 

Minimization which can be used to fall the size of serialized 

data. We have implemented means by serialization and de-

serialization of object that can be done using modern format 

XML and JSON after adding compression to the object 

streams. Serialization is the process of converting complex 

objects into stream of bytes for storage. De-serialization is 

its reverse process that is unpacking stream of bytes to their 

original form. It is also known as Pickling, the process of 

creating a serialized representation of object. Object 

serialization has been investigated for many years in the 

context of many different distributed systems. Serialization 

is a process of converting an object into a stream of data so 

that it can be easily transmittable over the network or can be 

continued in a persistent storage location. This storage place 

can be a physical file, record or set of connections Stream. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Object serialization is the ability of an object to write a 

complete state of it-self and of any objects that it refers to 

output stream, so that it can be re-established from the 

serialized representation at a later time
 [18]

. It is also known 

as Pickling
 [11]

, the process of creating a serialized 

representation of object. 

 

Fig. 1: compressed stream object Serialization scheme 

During this process, the public and private fields of 

the object and the name of the class, including the assembly 

containing the class, is converted to a stream of bytes, which 

is then written to a data stream. When the object is later de-

serialized, an exact replica of the original object is created 

.Object serialization has been investigated for many years in 

the context of many different distributed systems. 

When implementing a serialization mechanism in 

an object-oriented environment, users have to create a 

number of tradeoffs between ease of use and flexibility. The 

process can be computerized to a large extent, provided the 

user is given with adequate control over the process. For 

example, situations may take place where only binary 

serialization is not enough, or there might be a specific 

reason to decide which fields in a class need to be serialized.  

A.   Need for Serialization Process 

A concrete example would be a project, where serialization 

is needed is while storing information from an address book, 

in this case written in any language as long as it supports 

Serialization. Every instance may contain a person with 

details about their address and phone number. One wants to 

store all instances on a server in exactly the way they are 

created and there are a few possible solutions; 

 The Serialization can easily be done, but problems 

arise if the data would have to be accessible to 

applications written in C++, C#, JAVA 
[4]

 or an 

additional language as the data is serialized in a 

manner unique to that particular language. 

 By using an improvised way of encoding the data 

into single strings, such as encoding four integers 

into for example 112:93:13:11. This solution 

requires some custom parsing code to be written, 

and is most efficiently used when converting very 

simple data.  

 By serializing the data into XML 
[4]

. It is a smart 

method due to the fact that XML is human readable 

and have bindings (API libraries) for many 

languages, although it is space intensive and can 

cause performance penalties on applications.  

 Serialization is often used when transmitting data, 

as has been mentioned above. Some other 

examples of such cases are; when storing user 

preferences in an object or for maintaining security 

information across pages and applications. When 

objects are transferred among applications, or 

through firewalls, serialization can be very helpful. 

B.  Aplications of Serialization 

 A technique for remote procedure calls, e.g., as in 

SOAP 
[7]

. 

 A method for distributing objects, particularly in 

software components such as COM, CORBA 
[13]

, 

etc. 

 A method for detecting modifications in time-

varying data. 

For some of these features to be helpful, 

architecture independence must be maintained. For example, 
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for maximum use of distribution, a system working on 

different hardware architecture should be able to reliably 

reconstruct a serialized data stream.  

This means that the simpler and faster procedure of 

directly copying the memory layout of the data structure 

cannot work reliably for all architectures. Inherent to any 

serialization method is that, because the encoding of the data 

is by characterization serial, extracting one element of the 

serialized data structure requires that the entire object be 

read from beginning to end, and reconstructed. In many 

applications this linearity is a quality, because it enables 

simple, familiar I/O interfaces to be utilized to hold and pass 

on the state of an object. In those applications where higher 

performance is a concern, it can make sense to burn up more 

effort to deal with a more composite, non-linear storage 

organization. 

C. Drawbacks of Serialization Process 

Serialization, however, breaks the opacity of an abstract data 

type by potentially exposing private implementation details. 

Trivial implementations which serialize all data members 

may violate encapsulation. 

To discourage competitors from making well-

suited products, publishers of proprietary software often 

keep the details of their programs' serialization formats a 

trade secret. Some deliberately complicate or even encrypt 

the serialized data. Yet, interoperability requires that 

applications be able to understand each other's serialization 

formats. Therefore, remote method call architectures such as 

CORBA define their serialization formats in detail. 

Many people attempt to future proof their backup 

archives—in particular, database dumps—by storing them in 

some relatively human-readable serialized format. 

D. Data Compression 

Data Compression 
[16]

 or bit-rate reduction involves 

encoding information using fewer bits than the original 

representation. Compression can be either lossy or lossless. 

Lossless compression reduces bits by identifying and 

removing statistical copying. 

No information will vanish in lossless compression. 

Lossy compression reduces bits by identifying avoidable 

information and removing it.  

Compression is useful because it helps reduce 

resources requirement, such as data storage space or 

transmission capacity.  

Data compression is subject to a space-time 

complexity trade-off 
[17]

. For example, a compression 

scheme for video may require expensive hardware for the 

video to be decompressed fast enough to be viewed as it is 

being decompressed, and the alternative to decompress the 

video in full before watching it may be inconvenient or 

require extra storage. The plan of data compression schemes 

involves trade-offs among various factors, including the 

amount of compression, the amount of distortion introduced 

(e.g., when using lossy data compression), and the 

computational assets required to compress and uncompress 

the data. 

II. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION OF RESEARCH 

Any serialized representation of an object should have the 

following capabilities: It should be platform and language 

independent, since 

 Serialization and de-serialization could be carried 

out on different platforms. 

 Its validity must be easily verified. 

 It should be simple to de-serialize. 

 Currently there is much effort going on in using 

XML, JSON as a means of serializing objects. The 

following research areas can be distinguished: 

serializing .NET objects, serializing data from file 

into XML and JSON Format. 

Object Serialization has been studied exclusively 

on Java Platform, however, in most recent Platforms such as 

.NET this topic is still lagging behind. Microsoft .Net 

platform provides means for normal Object Serialization. 

However The research is done on the following areas:  

(1) Implement means by which Serialization and De-

serialization of Objects can be done over .Net CLR 

Platform to modern formats XML and JSON. 

(2) Implement Compression in Object Serialized 

Streams for more efficient Serialization and De-

serializtion of objects.  

(3) Implement Compressed Object Serialized Streams 

that can be used for Serialization to any medium 

Binary, XML, JSON.  

(4) It also measures the comparitive Performance of 

Object Serialization in a Normal CLR Binary and 

XML and different Types of JSON formatters. 

III. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

Performance of the Object Serialization is measured on the 

basis of the comparative analysis of the three types of 

formatters. 

A. Binary Serialization 

Binary Serialization is a mechanism which writes the data to 

the output stream such that it can be used to re-construct the 

object automatically. The term binary in its name implies 

that the necessary information that is required to create an 

exact binary copy of the object is saved onto the storage 

media. A notable difference between Binary serialization 

and XML serialization is that Binary serialization preserves 

instance identity while XML serialization does not.   

B. XML Serialization  

XML serialization converts (serializes) the public fields and 

properties of an object or the parameters and returns values 

of methods, into an XML stream that conforms to a specific 

XML. The serialization of in-memory object instances of a 

class into corresponding XML documents heavily influences 

the performance of the XML-based communication, even if 

we send the XML over HTTP as in the case of SOAP-based 

XML Web Services, or saving it into a file.  

C. JSON Serialization 

 JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is an efficient data 

encoding format that enables fast exchanges of small 

amounts of data between client browsers and AJAX-enabled 

Web services [13]. The format has grown to be very popular 

in cases where serialization and interchange of structured 

data over network and is often associated with the modern 

web due to the fact that it is frequently used when 

communication between a web server and client side web 

application is requested.[3]. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lossy_compression
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bandwidth_(computing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time/space_complexity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time/space_complexity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_hardware
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lossy_data_compression
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Fig. 2: Compression and Decompression of Serialized 

Object Streams using Gzip Method 

D. Code Snippets and Output 

The sample code for JSONDataContract Serialization using 

GZIP compression technique as well as uncompressed 

mode. 

DataContractJsonSerializer jsonSerializer = 

new DataContractJsonSerializer(typeof(T)); 

GZipStream compressor; 

//Open the file written above and read values 

from it for Compressed and Uncompressed mode. 

if(Compressed) 

{ 

 compressor = new 

GZipStream(File.OpenWrite(filename), 

CompressionMode.Compress); 

               

jsonSerializer.WriteObject(compressor, 

value); 

compressor.Close(); 

} 

else 

{ 

Stream stream = new FileStream(filename, 

FileMode.Create); 

                    

jsonSerializer.WriteObject(stream, value); 

stream.Close(); 

} 

Fig. 3: Sample DataContractJSON Serialization using GZip 

Method 

The sample code for JSON.Net Serialization using 

GZIP compression technique as well as uncompressed 

mode. 

GZipStream compressor;          

Newtonsoft.Json.JsonSerializer 

jsonserializer = new 

Newtonsoft.Json.JsonSerializer(); 

if (Compressed) 

{ 

 Using (compressor= new 

GZipStream(File.OpenWrite(filename), 

CompressionMode.Compress)) 

 {     

Newtonsoft.Json.JsonConvert.SerializeObj

ect(jsonvalue);                 

 } 

 compressor.Close(); 

} 

else 

{ 

using(StreamWriter stream = new 

StreamWriter(filename)) 

 { 

 Newtonsoft.Json.JsonTextWriter writer =  

new 

Newtonsoft.Json.JsonTextWriter(stream); 

jsonserializer.Serialize(writer,jsonvalu

e); 

stream.Close(); 

writer.Flush(); 

 } 

} 

Fig. 4: Sample JSON.NET Serialization using GZip Method 

 

Fig. 5: Generation of 50,000 Records with Compression. 
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Fig. 6: Generation of 50,000 Records without Compression. 

E. Tables and Graphs 

 

Table 1: Binary XML and JSON Serialization and De-

serialization Time with Compression. 

 

Table 2: Binary XML and JSON Serialization and De-

serialization Time without Compression 

 

Fig. 7: Binary Serialization 

 

Fig. 8: Binary Deserialization 

 

Fig. 9: XML Serialization 
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Fig. 10: XML Deserialization 

 

Fig. 11: JSON Data Contract Serialization 

 

Fig. 12: JSON Deserialization 

 

 

Fig. 13: JSON.NET Serialization 

 

Fig. 14: JSON.NET De-serialization 

 

Fig. 15: Time Comparison of various formatters 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Serialization is a process of converting an object into a 

stream of data so that it can be easily transmittable over the 

network or can be continued in a persistent storage location. 

This storage location can be a physical file, database or 

Network Stream. This thesis concludes the work that is 

going on in the field of Object Serialization. 
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The primary design goals for Serialization, to provide a 

simple and effective data exchange, but also being easy to 

generate and load. It is widely used and is used natively 

available in the most common modern programming. Object 

Serialization is especially well suited for functional 

programming languages, where the closure semantics and 

ability to serialize code are essential. Also a minimization 

technique helps reduce Serialization sizes considerably. 

Object Serialization was studied exclusively on 

Java Platform, however, in most recent Platforms such as 

.NET this topic was still lagging behind.  

This paper presented Object Serialization 

Techniques that can be useful for various purposes under 

.Net Framework, including object serialization Minimization 

which can be used to decrease the size of Serialized data. 

We have also formulated statistics for both Compressed and 

Uncompressed Object Serialized streams using compression 

techniques viz. GZip and serializing formatters i.e. Binary, 

XML, DataContract JsonSerializer and JSON.NET. 

(1) Both serialization and De-serialization show an 

almost linear relationship for binary serialization 

with or without compression. 

(2) Compressing XML data Increases serialization 

time exponentially as Records grow, as 

Compression and Decompression overhead is very 

large.  

(3) For Moderate no of records XML Serialization is a 

good choice but for large records which require 

compression binary Serialization however is a 

better choice. 

(4) Compressed JSON Serialization has been used as 

proposed solution to overcome the above 

mentioned shortcomings of the XML Serialization. 

(5) Test has been performed on the Compressed and 

Uncompressed serialization and deserialization of 

various JSON formatter and concluded that 

Compressed JSON.NET is now 3x times faster 

than XML and  Binary Serialization and also 

comparatively faster than both the 

JavaScriptSerializer and the WCF 

DataContractJsonSerializer over all scenarios. 

(6) It has been concluded from my tests and 

experiment that JSON is smaller in size when 

compared to equivalent XML and Binary so it is a 

good choice if no of records are very large. 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 

Object serialization is the ability of an object to write a 

complete state of itself and of any objects that it references 

to an output stream, so that it can be recreated from the 

serialized representation at a later time. 

Currently there is much effort going on in using 

modern serialization formats such as XML, 

DataContractJSON and JSON.NET as a means of serializing 

objects.  

In future we would like to work in following areas: 

(1) Object Serialization to be implemented using 

relational databases into XML and ID Value Pair 

using JSON and serializing persistent objects from 

object oriented databases.  

(2) Improve XML serialization to reduce object 

interdependence. 

(3) Improve serialization and de-serialization 

performance using Json.NET over binary (BSON) 

rather than using current .NET Binary Formatter. 

(4) Implement Encoding and decoding of Object 

Serialized Streams using implemented .Net 

Formats. 
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